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The beauty of, sustainable, everyday products made from
upcycled marine plastic. 
SEAQUAL INITIATIVE works with NGOs, fishermen, authorities and 
local communities to help clean our oceans. Marine litter from our 
beaches, ocean floor and surface, rivers and estuaries, is collected by 
clean-up programs. It is then sorted into different material types and the 
plastic portion is cleaned and transformed into Upcycled Marine Plastic. 
Environmentally conscious brands and manufacturers then transform 
this new, fully- traceable raw material into inspiring sustainable products 
for every aspect of our lives. Consumer purchasing power is one of 
the most powerful tools for change. In choosing products containing 
Upcycled Marine Plastic, you are helping to clean our oceans.

TOGETHER FOR A CLEAN OCEAN.

chenille
Technically advanced upholstery fabrics made of chenille fibres consisted of two simple twisted-together threads, 
between which are another cut fibres. Owing to that - fabric has a structure similar to that of velour or plush. A typical 
feature of the chenille - is an irregularity of upper structure, tiny irregular clearances, and downiness.
It is a pile fabric and will flatten as a characteristic. For optimal appearance retention, regular light vacuuming or brushing 
with a soft brush is necessary.

STANDARD
recycled polyester 64%, seaqual upcycled yarn 36%

FLAME RETARDANT (FR)
recycled polyester 64%, seaqual upcycled yarn 36%
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*Durable fabric is made, using the most appropriate materials and processes to produce upholstery that remains to be in mint condition over time.
 Easy to clean an easy way to remove a stain - suffice rub with a damp cloth and soapy water.
 Eco friendly all materials are biodegradable, recyclable. All waste are recycled. Energy and water consumption are minimised. No toxic products during production. 
 Washable according to graphic instruction. 
 Recycled recycled materials.
 There are possible shade differences between production series.


